
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009 
REMOVING A REGIONAL BOTTLENECK 

Kansas: US-69 in Johnson County 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Notable Project Facts 

• Can be let to construction in 90 days   
 

• This project can’t be built without ARRA funds 
 

• Local funding important – the local government will 
contribute a significant portion of the cost ($7 million) 
which promotes the model that KDOT expects and 
needs local funding to build urban mega projects. 

 

• Traffic  volumes are expected to increase from  78,100 
today to 165,600 in 2040 

This $91M project, which spans 
3.7 miles, will reconstruct the 
interchange at I‐435 and US‐69 
in Johnson County and will add 
lanes to meet the growing 
capacity needs. 

Why it Matters? 

Fuels Economic Engine.   As Plains States face declining 
population and shrinking tax bases, the city of Overland 
Park and the rest of Johnson County serve as a primary 
economic engine in Kansas.  The region has the largest 
concentration of employment in the state and is built on 
the backbones of the US‐69 and I‐435 corridors.  Consider 
what clearing the bottleneck on US‐69 can do in the long‐
term: 

• Population Growth— The number of residents 
south of I‐435 will double by 2020, thanks to the 
speedy, convenient access US‐69 provides.  More 
people will live in this area alone than currently live 
in all of Overland Park. 
 

• Job Growth—Growth in the corridor south of I‐435 
will produce 220,000 jobs in this area by 2020.  
 

• Shorten Commute Times —Commute times are 
projected to increase from 11 minutes to 35 
minutes if improvements aren’t made. Improved 
travel times translates into reduced travel costs for 
commuters and businesses and that stimulates the 
economy in the long‐term 
 

Solid Investment.  This project showcases both immediate 
returns to the economy and creates lasting value because 
of previous infrastructure investments. 

• Creates/Sustains Jobs Now—Nearly 2,500 jobs will 
be created/ sustained during construction. 
 

• Stimulates Economy—It will generate about $225 
million in annual economic output during 
construction. 
 

• Builds on Other Investments—Kansas has invested 
more than $230 million in previous related projects 
in the corridor. 
 

• Better than Rehab—KDOT would have to spend 
$6M this year in pavement rehab if this project isn’t 
constructed. 
 

This $82.3 million project will 
help remove the regional 
bottleneck by reconstructing US‐
69 between 103rd Street and I‐35.  
The US‐69 corridor links some of 
the fastest growing communities 
and economies in Kansas. 

Overland Park is the most populous city in Johnson County, 
which ranks in the top‐third nationwide for economic growth.


